Greetings everyone in the Satanic Family,

As you will see with the passing time, or might have already experienced in life, many people in this world are simply sellouts, retarded, foolish, unreliable, and generally just lost creatures walking around aimlessly.

Oftentimes I am confronted with silly arguments about myself or even JoS and so on, which are byproducts of Social Justice Warrior nonsense and not borne out of the real hearts of real warriors. In other words, the warrior takes a few steps back and reflects, because the warrior has to understand the value of things.

In our fast-paced world, we rarely sit back to think what is important, valuable, or of actual essence. We are made into creatures that only shout demand after demand, desire after desire, oftentimes aimlessly.

Sometimes, I too myself have unrealistic problems or expectations out of myself and so on, this is not only from "others". This happens. And it happens because as humans, we are in many respects liable to being ungrateful and blind. This comes from poor understanding.

The richer our understanding, the less we would have of these problems, and the more we would be in consciousness of the great blessing we have in our hands, which is this place. Many of you are conscious of this. I live by this very consciousness every day.

Over the years it’s important to understand what is really valuable in life. There is nothing in the whole world I have found more valuable than this place, a value that is indescribable by mere words, but I will try to talk about this. The Joy of Satan is the most valuable place to be or to exist in.

In this place you get the clear doorway towards the immortal Gods. Where has the doorway been, and where is it when so many need it? And for how many people does it merely remain closed? Well, not for us. You have freedom to say and to think everything that is “forbidden” to do otherwise.

At least, you can walk around this world having a soul, especially during times where the soulfulness of people becomes lower and lower, and we are
increasingly becoming plastic. You are at the gate and window of really seeing towards something greater which are the Gods and Satan Himself.

Most have no idea this window even exists, shy from it, fear from it, or listen to the slave masters who tell them to never even remotely imagine any of this window, lest they become something "evil" from it. In their fake "goodness", they have become liars to themselves, who deny even the rights to humanity to seek something better or a higher existence for itself.

As a consequence, everyday, it appears that humanity internally falls lower and lower.

People in our world will be frequently disappointed by other people. In my other satirical post, I just explained how useless and stupid our "political" world is, for example. People spend their life believing in politics and this type of nonsense, only to find themselves betrayed at some point, or them betraying their politicians.

The political world reflects strongly the fact that there are no values in the world anymore, except of maybe corruption and nonsense. Humanity acts without any logic, and is blind and foolish. Gone are the days were honor, loyalty, and other beautiful values that cherish the human mind and soul, and fill humanity with vigor, are present.

Nowadays, people are told to live or even die to protect asinine things, or to literally serve the borg. As I have tried to look upwards for important values to follow, I have failed in the modern world. Everything that matters in this world, much of it is rust of a bygone era.

And I am a lover of that era, because this old era woman of dreams and aspirations is far more appealing that the plastic obscene valueless circus we are creating now as a world.

What is there to celebrate now, the latest movie of Avengers? And how is this in anyway something to die over, or to make you say "Now I will live life bravely", or "I truly want to live and to create", or activate in you the higher instincts of the soul? Basically nothing. We are at war as a society to really turn our very own souls down and shut off completely our wonder and inner human soul.

One thing also is that some people need to gain some perspective. It's better to have problems because you woke up, that are of a thought process, rather than be totally broken and not have "any".
What I mean by this is, it's better to know the Truth and have some adjustments to make or a war to fight, rather than be oblivious and wholly wrong, the victim of a war issued by the enemy machine on your head.

The joy of progressively starting to own more of yourself, getting to know that you have a soul, and understanding more, is irreplaceable. Most people will never feel any of this at the present time. They will just lose their life having known not even this.

As one advances, deprograms, and becomes a truly awakened person [this takes time] you will start seeing reality face to face. And in many ways, reality is not good nor as vibrant as claimed, but it can be made so. But before it can, it has to be confronted.

The more the mind opens up, you will start understanding that everything the Gods have told us is really correct, and is the absolute Truth in regards to teachings.

Because we are positioned on untruth as a species, we can only accept up to an extent. And therefore, we fear, because we think this Truth would do anything bad to us, but in fact, understanding this only leads to freedom and power, not the opposite.

We have been therefore falsely instructed to fear it, because it would truly "set us free". This is as stupid as saying that you will not listen to an advanced alien explaining to you the laws of aerodynamics, because you want to fly. But the reality is that you must learn these laws, so that you can fly.

The consequence that we seek, we are running away from by improper conduct, because we deny higher understanding to take place. Or simply because we lie and think this is great for us as a species, when it's not.

Only if we applied these, we could have a paradise on earth. But for reasons incumbent in the enemy abusing the unfinished design of humanity, many humans really want to only behave like blind bugs and vermin, only that bugs and vermin indeed act with greater consciousness.

We live in a world where people are literally brainwashed to extents never seen in history, with the ability to think being completely absent. If one opens the news, you see terrorism of the people and propaganda, or just mere insanity. Politicians are jews whom as you are awake, you might see that the overwhelming majority of them, something like 75% plus in a bad election time, only work to serve their own ass, and would sell their own Nation literally over a dime.
All of this has happened because we have not followed Father Satan's advice and knowledge for centuries and centuries now, and instead we have followed just a program of death that was created by the jews. The "Bible" is nothing but a literal pseudo-historical text that explains how jews hate everyone and how they must prevail over all human beings based on seas of blood and curses. Islam is yet another program of death and billions follow it.

Ask them why they follow it and they have no clue. "We just follow it". They never even flipped a page. However, everyone here is in full knowledge and awareness over why one is here and so on.

In this otherwise worthless life that we call a life in 2022 or a material life, with heights of hypocrisy and stupidity that has far exceeded the limits of the brain inside my skull, I was graced in life to find the Gods and discover something pure and real. Over the years, I have come to see this for myself.

This is a path of joy, and I am glad to have it. It has given me power to walk around and really be connected to the True source of wellspring and strength. At least even in the face of massive ignorance or retardation, it has put my inner soul at peace. I have been of the lucky ones to manage to get messages and connect with the higher powers, all of which are nothing like the dross of this world, and follow the path of the Cosmic Order beautifully and set in their course. I have seen this and witnessed this.

With great bitterness, I have to say that our present day times are times of few things to anchor one's self to. In 1930's or 1850's, there were at least certain dreams to go after - Nation would grow, you had to care about the future of your Nation, electricity was the new thing, things were more real. Now, we are on a race to literal ignorance and oblivion, just comparing ourselves on who goes faster down socially.

It is important in this world to wake up and know that SOMEWHERE, SOMEONE, truly cares about you. And this is the Gods and the community here. You might sometimes not pay a lot of attention to all the good, because people are conditioned to make a lot out of the bad. Yet one must sit there and think for a while, that this is the case.

But the reality is that here we have a strong community of united seekers that has turned it's head against the tailwinds of destruction and human decay. We are not millions yet, but we might become in time. And in the end of the day, even if it was just 10 people of us, at least we would have one another and not be completely at the mercy of a decadent clown-world that keeps besieging human consciousness with less and less things to offer for this besieging it does daily.
The battle of life with its beautiful flowers, its traps, its confusion, its happiness, its pursuits, its "everything", still continues. Yet, you always can go to bed before night and pray "My Guardian Demon" or "Father Satan" and know that you are listened to, and cared for. And know that this care is for real. You know that there is something beyond the start and end of life, that is always there with you eternally. And this, no political party, no pseudo-philosophy, nothing can replace it. It is yours for all time.

As it is, I have explained to you the reason why my loves and convictions in this world are only three. First, the people here, our Spiritual Satanic Family.

Then, the Gods themselves and the culture they have left behind, which is eternal.

Lastly, Father Satan Himself which is the Greatest love of all, the gateway to the Truth that we seek and need in the innermost parts of our soul.

That is my life, my testament, my sole interest and adoration, my faith and trust.

Hail the Joy of Satan Community,
Hail the beautiful Demons,
Hail Father Satan Himself.

Be blessed and strong through anything.
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